ONE-STOP SUPPLIER
WITH AN INSTALLATION
SERVICE
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The Lithuanian Design Cluster is a group of companies offering
a wide selection of products to hotels, restaurants, and other
public or residential spaces. These products stand out in the
market for their exceptional design and inspiring stories.
Lounge chairs, beanbags, beds, mattresses, coffee tables,
chairs, shelves, lighting, mirrors, curtains, towels, or aprons
– whichever the product, the cluster is associated with high
quality and inventiveness.
These companies have been collaborating for a long time by
working on the products together and presenting them abroad.
Aiming to use their experience of developing production and
exports, the companies formed this cluster to find the best
solutions for interior spaces, spread the word about Lithuanian
design, create new jobs, introduce the country as a reliable
manufacturer, and increase the exports of local design
companies.
Members of the cluster: EMKO, Pusku pusku, LinenMe, Virūna,
NAMUOS, Gergama and Rodeta.
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FOR CONTRACT
MARKET
AND ARCHITECTS
////
One-stop-supplier service makes us a preferred provider for
various projects among interior designers and architects from
all over the world. All production is made in Lithuania in cooperation with emerging talents and fits the highest standards
of craftsmanship, materials and ergonomics. If you would like
to know more, do not hesitate to contact us
info@lithuaniandesigncluster.com
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Coffee Table APOLLO
Desk MY WRITING DESK
Side Table NAÏVE
Mirror PUDDLE
Newspaper Rack
Bean Bag RAZZMATAZZ SIDEWAY
Bean Bag SEAT SIDEWAY
Pouf MINI BARCELONA
Pouf SOFTBOX SIDEWAY

Side Tables NAÏVE
Ceramic Karafe and Cups
Newspaper Rack
Bean Bag SOFA MOOG BARCELONA
Bean Bag Armchair MOOG BARCELONA
Wool Throw

Pouf APOLLO
Desk 4.9
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For public
spaces
////
Lounge chairs
Lounge armchairs
Bench seating
Lounge tables
Lighting
Wall organizers
Bean bags

Mirror PUDDLE
Modular Sofa DARIO
Side Table NAÏVE
Linen Rug LIETUVA
Ceramic Cups
Linen Pillows
Floor Lamp MACARON

ELEGANCE
Lounge Room

Bed LIGNE
Sideboard LANDING
Linen Rug LIETUVA
Bench NAÏVE
Floor Lamp MACARON
Linen Bedding and Towels

Ceramic Cups
Oak Wood Tray
Waffle Linen Throw

Continental Type Bed LIGNE
Sideboard LANDING
Linen Rug LIETUVA
Side Table NAÏVE
Linen Bedding and Curtains
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For hotels
////
Beds and mattresses
Sofas
Bedside tables
Hotel desks
Hotel bathroom accessories
Hotel furnishing accessories
Cabinets
Hotel textile
Lighting

Bean Bag ROLL BARCELONA
Pouf MINI BARCELONA
Desk 4.9
Chair NAÏVE
Mirror PUDDLE
Hooks DEER

BEIGE
Hotel Room

Dining Table NAÏVE
Dining Chair NAÏVE
Table Mats MILLSTONES
Napkin Holder ENVELOPE
Wooden Tray
Linen Tea Towel

Ceramic Karafe and Cups
Coffee Table APOLLO

Linen Tablecloth and Napkins
Candle Holders AYE AYE!
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For restaurants
and cafés
////
Chairs
Armchairs
Dining tables
Bar stools
Table linen
Aprons
Lighting
Coat racks

Side Table NAÏVE
Bean Bag pouf MINI BARCELONA
Bean Bag TUBE BARCELONA
Bean Bag SOFA TUBE BARCELONA
Sideboard APOLLO
Coffee Table APOLLO
Ceramic Karafe and Cups
Linen Rug LIETUVA

CONTRAST
Café

Dining Table NAÏVE
Dining Chair NAÏVE
Wall Lamp MACARON

Mirror PUDDLE
Desk MY WRITING DESK
Pouf ROUND BARCELONA

Candle Holder AYE AYE!
Linen Tablechoth and Napkins

Mirror DEW
Bathroom Organizers, Toothbrush Holder and Soap Dish
Linen Towel
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For private
interiors
////
Chairs
Dining tables
Barstools
Table linen
Aprons
Lighting

Continental Type Bed LIGNE
Sideboard LANDING
Linen Rug OVER SQUARE
Hooks DEER
Ceramic Cups, Vase and Cork Bowl AVOCADO
Linen Bedding and Towel

CONCRETE
Bedroom

PRODUCTS
////
Here you will find some of our standard products but we are
ready to provide you bespoke design pieces too.
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SEATING

Sofa DARIO
Soft velour sofa will definitely bring elegance and comfort
to any room. Modular segments can be combined into
two, three or more seats sofa or perfectly work as a chaiselongue. Large elements guarantee the best comfort while
minimal look metal legs brings some everlasting chic.

Sofa NAÏVE
The Naïve Sofa is the latest and probably the softest
addition to continually growing Naïve furniture collection.
This delightful piece is designed to accommodate up to
three people and contributes to a favourable microclimate
of any room it is placed in. Flawless elegance works well
for private as well as public interiors, creating an inviting
space to unwind. What’s more - it effortlessly combines with
different seating furniture.

Low Chair NAÏVE
Its main visual characteristic is a large leather strap that
holds the backrest attached to the body. Firm connection
between wood, leather and textile serves its function and
makes it visually distinctive. Like other pieces in this family
it features a body that can be easily unscrewed and flatpacked.
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SEATING

Pouf APOLLO
For the ultimate in elegant lounging, the Apollo pouf will take
your living room or workspace to new heights. Featuring a
sumptuous chocolate-brown velour cushion and innovative
oak panelled base finished with a protective natural oil.
Detailing like the sleek matte black steel legs make this a
directional piece of furniture that will enhance any home or
office reception room, blending a contemporary look with
exquisite craftsmanship.

Chair NAÏVE
This playful chair is stripped to the minimum: a carved solid
ash seat and six legs of equal length to screw. The removable
foam backrest makes NAÏVE a surprisingly comfortable
chair. It takes a minute to assemble it, and another one
to flat-pack it back into a small box for transportation or
shipping. As an extra feature, the easily interchangeable
parts enable the user to play with the chair’s color palette,
from classical solid wood to a mix of joyful tones.

Bean Bag ROLL BARCELONA
Roll is a donut-shaped bean bag designed for especially
soft lounging. Round handmade bean bags are made in two
sizes: Roll 85 is smaller and more compact, and Roll 100 is
more suitable for spacious homes. The granules inside the
bean bag perfectly adapt to the body shape, thus providing
a person with more comfort.
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SEATING

Bean Bag SOFA MOOG BARCELONA
Sofa Moog is a sofa-shaped bean bag designed for royal
relaxation for two. A handmade sofa is the best alternative
to conventional sofas, because it goes through any
door thanks to polystyrene granules inside it, and most
importantly, it adapts to the body shapes of a person. This
piece of furniture is suitable for both classical and modern
interior; it is commonly used in spacious homes and big
offices.

Bean Bag Sofa TUBE BARCELONA
Sofa Tube is an Italian-designed sofa made for two people
to rest comfortably. This hand-made furniture is made with
a comfortable backrest to lean against. The new inner bag
technology ensures an especially comfortable rest that
several family members will be able to enjoy simultaneously.
This sofa can easily be carried over into another room, so
this bean bag will become your favourite oasis of rest. Sofa
Tube is a great choice for those looking for an alternative to
ordinary sofas and a unique design solution for their home.

Bean Bag TUBE SIDEWAY
Tube is elliptically tubular bean bag, which is the best
alternative to usual chair. The fabric of handmade bean
bags is cut diagonally and joined, thus creating a stylish
geometric composition. The bean bag Tube can be used
both outdoors and indoors, as only specially selected
durable fabrics are used for the manufacture of armchair.
Tube is a bean bag created in Italy and made in Lithuania
that will become a bright accent in every house.
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SEATING
Bean Bag RAZZMATAZZ SIDEWAY
Razmatazzis a triangular bean bag for spacious home. The
bean bag is equipped with an additional handle inside,
so it is convenient to move it to different places in the
room. Sideway fabric contains natural materials (cotton,
flax), so the textile feels and looks pleasantly natural. It is a
breathable material that has the OEKO-TEX® 100 certificate
which confirms that this furniture tapestry meets the OEKOTEX® international environmental standard.

LIGHTING
Lamps Collection MACARON
Macaron lamp combines simple materials with the right
proportions, in order to get a lamp with personality.
Wood conveys us warmth and strength. Along with the
cord which links between the two pieces of wood, giving
a touch of originality with its texture and colour. There
are wall and floor lamps versions too.
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BEDS

Bed SQUARE
An interpretation of the classic headboard divided into
squares. Its exceptional character comes from the rhythm
among squares of different sizes, and using lines the relief
emphasizes the softness of the fabric. As the day passes,
the light sliding across the relief highlights its materiality
and attractive form. The pulsation among different forms
suggests a sense of harmonious playfulness.

Bed LIGNE
A simple solution, an unlimited number of variations. The
composition of this bed is changeable; thanks to the modular
structure of the headboard, the bed can be flexibly adapted
to different interior spaces by changing the colours and
arrangement of the modules. Separate modules that can
be arranged horizontally or vertically allow you to create
different solutions for your particular interior space, from
minimalist to architecturally integrated.

Bed ROND
An accent of round forms in the interior. The accent is
created by the thickened headboard, which ends in a
semi-cylindrical shape. This bed has the lowest headboard
compared to the other models in the collection; it is
especially comfortable to lean back on in a semi-reclined
position. The bed’s sleek and streamlined form is especially
accented, giving the interior space a sense of coziness.
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BEDS

Bed ESPACE
Radical minimalism. This model is the most appropriate
for an exceptional textile: the form of the bed brings out
the features of the ornamentation and texture. Another
of the bed’s advantages is its size; thanks to its masterful
construction and especially thin headboard, ESPACE has
become one of the most compact beds available. The
minimalism of the bed frees up space for the decorator’s
ideas.

Bed DOTS
Front and center, a composition of four points in the plane
of the headboard. The composition is formed by upholstered
buttons, the colour of which can be chosen independently
of the bed’s fabric. The inset buttons not only provide an
accent, but also highlight the softness of the bed. A point
in a plane is the starting point for various possibilities.
Here the button symbolizes the point, which invites you to
design and coordinate various accents.

Bed LINES
Solid rhythm. The bed is distinctive for its characteristic
inlaid lines in the upper part of the headboard. This forms a
subtle relief which is highlighted by the contrast of light and
shadow. In this way, the textile is naturally supplemented
with ever-changing nuances of light. The tranquil headboard
gives the bed a feeling of stability and can be integrated
into interior spaces of various styles.
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STORAGE

Sideboard DITA
This extraordinary sideboard is coming in patina green color,
veneered with wavy american walnut from Alpi wood. Its
soft utilitarian shape with comforting curves was inspired
by timeless art deco style.

Sideboard APOLLO
Named after the space exploration mission that pushed the
horizons of human understanding, the Apollo sideboard
fuses top quality craftsmanship with innovative design for a
look that’s out of this world. Boasting a distinctive panelled
finish, sleek painted steel legs and ingenious side opening,
this is a standout design piece crafted with impeccable
attention to detail.

Highboard LANDING
The ultimate in stylish storage has landed: the Landing
highboard is expertly crafted to offer understated, classic
design with a contemporary twist. In a warm veneered
walnut, lacquered natural oak and boasting smooth matte
black legs, it features generous cupboard space with
internal shelving. Ideal for storing glassware and crockery,
or for hiding everyday clutter and creating a sense of calm
and organisation in your home.
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STORAGE

Sideboard LANDING
Meet the sideboard that adds a pop of color to your
interior, that has clean lines and handy storage space, and
that showcases a bold, sophisticated style. The Landing
sideboard is crafted from veneered and painted oak in a
striking salmon pink colorway, and finished with matte
black legs.

DESKS

Desk 4.9
The angles of the desktop has a “crack” in it’s end, a slit not
just for storage, but also to bring closure to the desk’s core
idea. The “imperfection” aside, all the details of this piece
of furniture have been made with perfect accuracy. It not
only brings convenience and efficiency to work, but adds
a little bit of style to it as well. Available in two sizes and 3
colours.
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ACCESSORIES

Napkin Holder ENVELOPE
Clear, simple design of napkin holder and natural materials
give a warm feeling. Napkin holder can be also used also
as a letter holder or business card holder. If want to use it
outdoor, the metal part holds and protects against wind
the napkins. Materials: ash wood, brass or powder painted
metal. Size: heigh - 10 cm, width - 13 cm, thickness - 5 cm.

Wall Newspaper Rack WINGS
Wall magazine holder is designed to use it at home, coffee
house or hotel to keep newspapers, magazines, books.
Materials: oak wood, powder coated aluminum.
Size: width 8 cm, length 30 cm, heigh 26,5 cm.
Different colours.

Wooden Tray BEAN
Minimalist natural wooden trays in the shape of a stylized
bean for serving snacks. The trays are of three different
sizes with an edge to ensure that products stay in place.
This natural and home-friendly tableware is made from ash
wood and impregnated with oil.
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ACCESSORIES

Wall Mirror PUDDLE
The mirror shape is a stylised replica of a rain puddle and
has been inspired by a human need to search for a selfimage wherever possible. The gap in the shape of the large
mirror serves for an additional function of a shelf.
Materials: natural oak veneer, mirror. Colour: natural oak or
black. Size: diameter 50 or 70 cm.

Wall Hook DEER
These hooks can be used in combination with each other
same series hooks which are of different sizes, different
colours and different metals. Can be mounted in the
hallway, bathroom, kitchen or bedroom. Materials: high
quality oak wood, stainless steel, brass or powder coated
metal. Dimensions: diameter: 4 cm or 6 cm., depth: 4 cm.

Table Mats MILLSTONES
Table mat design is created by the old millstones shape.
A big placemat is for a plate, the small coaster is for a
glass or a cup. These are durable products pleasant to the
touch. Natural colours are easy to match, so placemats
and coasters of different colours can be combined and can
match most types of decor. Materials: natural leather or 100
% natural wool felt. Size: 12 x 13 cm and 35 x 45 cm.
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TEXTILE

Bath Towels
The “Washed Waffle” collection is our honeycomb woven
100% bath linen. Garment wash technology ensures softness
and ability to retain shape after washing. LinenMe is one of
the first to offer a range of towels in all sizes in Washed
Waffle. Soft, easy care, highly absorbent, these towels are
ideal in any environment.

Bed Linen
We manufacture our bed linens only from 100% European
Stonewashed linen fabric. We pre-wash our bedlinens, so
you don’t have shrinkage after washing. Stonewashed linen
fabric is easy care – it can be machine washed, tumble dried
(just make sure you use the lowest temperature programs
on your washing machine and tumble dryer), it has soft
natural crumples that add some chick look and therefore
needs no ironing.

Linen Curtains
Our new range of luxury linen curtains are available readymade as well as bespoke, and are the perfect finishing
touch for your interior. Linen is the ideal fabric for curtains
as it hangs beautifully and will last a long time. Available in
more then 100 different fabrics and finishes.
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TEXTILE

Linen Lounge Wear
We understand how busy life is for our customers, which is
why we’ve developed this range of elegant yet comfortable
linen lounge wear. Thanks to the body-friendly properties of
our pure natural linen our linen bath robes, linen night shirts,
linen djellabas will keep you cool and fresh in summer, and
cosy in winter. Perfect for lazy Sunday mornings reading
the newspaper with some freshly brewed coffee, or slipping
into after work so you can properly unwind.

Linen throws and Cushion covers
A linen throw is a common accessory to furnishings and
they are mostly used for decorating rooms. Other than that
they are very functional – they can be used to warm up,
feel cosy and add colour and warmth to any room and even
outdoors. A few of our stunning linen cushion covers made
from pure natural linen are the perfect way to transform a
tired interior. Simple, stylish and in a range of colours and
patterns, bring some instant inspiration to any room.

Table Linen
LinenMe creates luxury table linen for both formal and
casual dining, offering a wide range of designs. The more
the fabric is laundered, the softer it becomes making it
an everyday essential. Available in more then 300 different
qualities, colors and pattern to match any table setting in
any décor. Up to 260cm wide tablecloth.
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TABLES

Dining Table NAÏVE
Table’s modest and clean form is decided by a simple but
lasting construction – each leg has its own base under
the tabletop making the table strong enough to serve
generations to come. The roundish tabletop contour is
designed to create an inviting and cozy atmosphere for
everyone sitting around it. The table is available fully oiled
or with a colored body revealing just the oiled ash tabletop
surface.

Coffee Table APOLLO
The beautiful Apollo coffee table is a statement centrepiece
for your living room. Perfectly proportioned and designed
to look good as well as provide a useful space for drinks and
books, it’s crafted from solid and veneered oak and boasts
sleek matte black steel legs. A hidden drawer offers ample
storage to keep your space clutter-free. With a distinctive
panelled finish this coffee table complements minimalist
interiors and homes with an eye for impeccable design.

Side Table NAÏVE
NaÏve side tables are available in 3 sizes, each carved out of
a single piece of solid ash. A form in between a square and
a circle creates a soft and welcoming appearance and will
easily adapt to any type of room. The tables can be easily
assembled by just screwing the legs in. Available in 3 sizes
and 7 colours.
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For more products
please visit our
website
www.lithuaniandesigncluster.com
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MEMBERS
////
Cluster members can offer a wide range of
furniture and accessories for hotels, restaurants,
public spaces and private interiors.
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Beds &
Mattresses

Gergama is a bed and mattress manufacturer that’s part of the
25-year-old LONAS group. Gergama makes sure that the quality of
the products grows in unison with the company.
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WWW.GERGAMA.LT

Furniture, Lighting
& Accessories

EMKO’s furniture and interior accessories are defined by their
smart functionality and creative flair allowing customers to
enhance the positive and contemporary atmosphere of any
interior. All items are designed to subtly display character while
remaining highly versatile, encouraging customers to feel playful
about arranging items and creating authentic spaces. Made of
sustainable organic materials, EMKO products are tactile and
pleasant to touch.
The inherent quality together with high production standards
assures the pieces are durable and long-lasting. The company’s
collaborative, communal spirit coherently translates into its
designs as they are intended to enhance a sense of belonging and
light-hearted positivity in people inhabiting the environments
where EMKO furniture exists.

WWW.EMKO.LT
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Bespoke
Furniture

The company pays most attention to the client’s needs, professional
design, and the highest quality, working on memorable interiors
for hotels, restaurants, and living spaces.
Virūna specialises in top quality manufactured and solid woods,
metals and plastic; whilst our dedicated painting factory uses
a range of hand-painting and semi-automated techniques to
produce flawless matte and gloss finishes. Thanks to our expertise
in veneers, superb craftsmanship and unique aesthetic, every
Viruna piece has quality and attention to detail in its DNA. Our
look is Modern Scandinavian with an Italian twist. And it’s always
impeccable.
Whether you’re looking for a one-off piece of tailor-made furniture,
or you need a stunning sideboard to finish off your dining room,
we can help. Our skilled team will guide you through the process
and ensure you get the perfect piece for your interior.
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WWW.VIRUNA.LT

Linen
Textiles

Family business, already the 3rd generation working with 100%
European linen and producing highest quality bed linens, table
linens huckaback linen towels, linen aprons and other kitchen
accessories, luxury wool and alpaca throws.

WWW.LINENME.COM
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Interior
Accessories

NAMUOS products are of exclusive quality for your home, office,
hotel or restaurant and created by Lithuanian designers. We will
offer you what you are looking for – elements of simply shaped
design achieved by using natural colours and materials. Wood,
bees wax, linen, leather, clay, and brass warmed by the hands of
an artisan can become a small detail of the interior, a symbol
which brings happiness, and an accessory.
Each product of HOME is created and produced for NAMUOS
trade mark.
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WWW.NAMUOS.LT

Bean
Bags

We at Pusku pusku are pleased to be the biggest bean bag
manufacturer in Northern Europe, and we are also becoming
known all over the world! We are proud that there is special
attention for our products in Latvia, Estonia, Germany, Finland
and Sweden, which is why we export more than 60 % of them.
About 90 % of products are sold with the Pusku pusku brand
label, although we are also creating products for individual
needs. Inspired by this view, we offer a choice of more than 1500
different bean bags created for modern people who seek new
designs and uniqueness in every detail. Printed and embroidered
bean bags can be even more extraordinary with the unique image
or logo of a client.

WWW.PUSKUPUSKU.COM
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Upholstered
Furniture

Rodeta has over 10 years of international experience in the
manufacturing industry as a subcontractor and can offer a high
quality service and support at every stage of the investment
implementation. The company is based in Kaunas, Lithuania
and has production area of 2,000 square meters. The company
produce bespoke items, is a reliable supplier for contract market
and ready to develop standard products for various collections.
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WWW.RODETA.LT

Contact Us
info@lithuaniandesigncluster.com
+370 615 33588
T. Ševčenkos St. 16A
Vilnius, Lithuania

www.lithuaniandesigncluster.com

